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By Neil Jordan

Bloomsbury Publishing PLC, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Jonathan is a private investigator in a decaying eastern European city,
consumed by his work and his failing marriage. Approached one day by an elderly couple, he is
presented with a faded photograph of their daughter, missing for nearly two decades. Troubled by
the image of the little girl, who was the same age when she vanished as his own daughter is now -
he is compelled to find her. But one night, soon after taking on the case, as he walks across the
bridge spanning the river that divides the city, he encounters a young woman crouched at the foot
of a stone angel - a woman who suddenly leaps into the icy water below. Without thinking,
Jonathan plunges after her, and is soon drawn into her ghostly world of confusion, coincidence and
intrigue, and the city he thought he knew turns strange and threatening. Haunting and deeply
moving, The Drowned Detective is an intoxicating, atmospheric exploration of relationships, lies and
betrayal - confirming Neil Jordon as a master storyteller and a vital literary voice.
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Very good e book and useful one. it was actually writtern extremely properly and useful. I found out this pdf from my i and dad recommended this
publication to discover.
-- Heloise Wieg a nd-- Heloise Wieg a nd

This sort of pdf is everything and got me to searching forward and a lot more. Of course, it is engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing
literature. I realized this ebook from my i and dad encouraged this book to find out.
-- Miss B ella  V olkm a n Sr .-- Miss B ella  V olkm a n Sr .
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